December 2015

Bob’s Bit!
Greetings, friends, members and fellow sufferers. We did very well up to the end of
October this year, but November and December have been awful, thanks to a static
Jetstream over the UK. Let’s hope for an improvement over the next few months so we
can get some good flying in.
As most people are aware, we have replaced CRT with another K13, so we can keep going
over the winter. The skid is being reinforced for use on the track and it’s being made as
waterproof as possible for winter operations. It should be ready in the next couple of days.
As winter sets in, if as duty crews you feel it will be too dangerous to travel to the club due
to ice and snow, then stay at home. If some hardy members do get to the club, they will
have to take pot luck with respect to flying, taking into account release hooks, wheels and
controls freezing up, so take great care and let common sense prevail.
If it is not flyable but you are able to get to the club, please come. The instructors will be
happy to carry out lectures for you and there are jobs to be done, even if it is only tidying
up the clubhouse.
It is the season of annual checks for the aircraft, so there are always things to be done
and the inspectors are always grateful for help to get the aircraft back into operation as
soon as possible.
Due to the extra cost of obtaining the new K13 and repairing the parachutes and other
expenses, plus the possibility of purchasing a second K21, together with the fact that we
are having to get work done by contractors rather than getting volunteer help from the
members, the Committee are considering increasing flying fees in the New Year. The
current proposals are to increase the launch fees to £6.00 and flying time to 35p per
minute. The decision will be made at the next Committee Meeting in January.
We hope to fly when it is sensible to do so, so let us hope for some dry days and some
good winter flying. I hope you have a good Christmas and a happy New Year and I shall
see you all soon.
Bob Pettifer - Chairman BFGC
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Thanks to Graeme Alexander for sending this in - Ed

QED!
In the last issue, I printed the picture on
the left and mentioned what a vital
diagnostic tool the club windsock was for
Duty Instructors. I was later rounded on
by certain club members, claiming that
the windsock I showed didn’t look like a
proper windsock, that it was somehow
deformed and that I was only using the
photo as a joke!
In my defence, I’d just like you to take a
look at the picture of the DP Van
windsock on the right. As you can see, it
is just the same as the previous picture
and proves that this is obviously how
windsocks are supposed to look!
I rest my case! - Ed.
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CFI’s Bit
Well, what an action packed and busy 2015 we have had!
We now have twelve new members, including three junior members; we have sent eight new
pilots solo, have four new aircraft on site and had successful and safe trips to Portmoak,
Feshiebridge, Saltby, Gransden Lodge, Rufforth, Sutton Bank, Fuentemilanos and Jaca. These
events demonstrate growth and positive activity - something we have not seen for a few
years. Talking to other CFI’s recently, I believe we are keeping ahead of other clubs in the
gliding movement, as most consider that this sport is in decline. However, we are definitely
on a slightly upward trend and long may it continue.
Having said that, we have also had two accidents, which significantly damaged the K21 and
wrote off a K13, but thankfully without any serious injuries and for this we should count
ourselves very lucky indeed. Of course, we now have a replacement K13, which will cover us
until our new K21 arrives in January 2017.
The Flying leagues have been a great success this year, getting really tense mid-year with
many claims being made, leading to a tight finish in September. Congratulations to Ian
Ashton for winning the A league with 1385.26 points, Malcolm Baldwin for topping the B
league with 1992.67 points, Ian and Tracy Ashton for a height gain of 6,800ft, and Paul
Myers for the Hogben Triangle in a time of 1hr 10mins. An excellent effort from all of you, so
well done and don't forget to prepare your ‘How you did it’ speeches for the AGM.
Just a few words about the Club Fleet plan for the future. Following a great deal of discussion
between the Instructors’ Committee and the Management Committee, a proposal was put to
the Management Committee to move towards a glass training fleet. We, like the rest of the
gliding community have been increasingly concerned that the life of our beloved K13s and
K8s is inevitably going to come to an end at some time in the future and we needed to plan
and move towards less dependence on aircraft that may have glue failures that could
immediately ground all gliders in the country. The consequence would be that everyone
would be looking for replacements at the same time, making it impossible to replace them
quickly.
We therefore made the decision to purchase a K21 to supplement our existing K21 (BF1) and
these will become our primary training gliders. At that point, we will retain one of our K13s
for flying and training but either sell or mothball the second K13.
Single-seaters will be treated similarly, in that the Astir will become the first solo glider to be
flown and we will put a conversion plan together to help people achieve that. We will continue
to use the K8s as long as we can, glue permitting.
I know that these changes will not suit everyone, but we may find ourselves with no options
due to the potential glue problems. We will see how things go over the next couple of years.
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We are also carrying out some work on BF1, to enable our larger members to fit in the front
cockpit with a safety cushion and a parachute in place. We will then put the modifications
into the new K21 when it arrives next year.
Let me just remind you of a couple of things as we enter the cold winter period:
• It’s cold out there! Keep wrapped up with extra layers on, or
available with you, and if you get too cold then don't fly until you
warm up.
• Always keep your eye on the weather. Be aware of
condensation on the canopy and hoar frost on the flying surfaces.
• As we approach the shorter days, try to get to the club earlier.
Start time is 8.30, but finishing time could be any time after lunch
depending on the weather. Consequently, if you come later, you
may not get to fly.
Just to remind people about Currency. The Flying Orders,
Appendix 1 says:
The maximum period between solo flights is:
Red Card - 4 Weeks
Yellow card - 6 Weeks
Blue card - 8 Weeks
If the conditions are poor, or you feel uncomfortable, or you have
exceeded your card limit, please take a check ride with an instructor. You know it’s the
right thing to do!
Finally, just to say a big “thank you” to everyone working in the background making
everything happen. We cannot achieve anything in a club like ours without everyone doing
something other than flying. Usually, these are tasks that nobody sees, such as cutting
grass, maintaining the gliders and ground equipment, cleaning toilets, emptying waste bins
and doing all the administration and paperwork.
Thanks to you all.
I hope you all have a good Christmas, a prosperous New Year and a safe and enjoyable
2016 .
See you all soon.
- Steve Robinson - CFI

Quick Quotes!
When everything seems to be going against you, remember that the airplane takes
off against the wind, not with it.
- Henry Ford
Aviation is proof that, given the will, we have the capacity to achieve the impossible.
- Eddie Rickenbacker
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The Weather’s
Looking Good!
Alright, I’ll admit it, I can’t promise good weather, but thanks to a website I discovered last
month, I think I can promise “good-looking” weather.
www.windyty.com uses beautiful animated graphics to show current wind and weather
worldwide, as well as offering forecasts. (Click on the link to go straight there - Ed.)

You can zoom in to any level, from worldwide
flow to local regions and watch the winds in
action as they circle the high and low
pressure areas. Wind strength and direction
are beautifully represented in the animations
and, as a bonus for us pilots, you can also set
the altitude that is displayed and watch how
the winds change with height above ground
level.

To find out more, you can select
additional information on temperature,
gusts, cloud cover, rain, snow, and air
pressure.

You can even click on local airfields to get
translated Metars and local forecasts.
(The screen on the left uses information
from Warton).

And if you just fancy a broad overview, how
about setting a northern hemisphere
temperature scan at FL450 and watching the
Jetstream in action!
I recommend you give this site a visit and
add it to your other favourite Met sites.
-Keith Clarke
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Carpe Diem!
I tend to be a bit of a weather wimp - I know this. If I’m going to think about prepping my
glider for flight, I like to know that I have a long dry day stretching before me and any
possibility of rain coming in will probably deter me from rigging. A recent experience
however has made me re-assess that position.
I was on day six of a seven day expedition to
Portmoak and, astonishingly, I had flown every
single day! Some of you may have been in
that lucky situation on a successful expedition,
where you are almost begging for some bad
weather, so you can have a day off to rest and
restore your batteries. For me, that day was
going to be the Thursday and the weather
forecast had been positively negative right
from the start. In spite of a generally good
week, Thursday was a guaranteed washout!
Chasing my shadow down Bishops
So, it was no surprise when I arrived at the
club that morning in a veritable downpour. I ran through the rain into the clubhouse, looking
forward to a lazy cup of tea, going through my e-mails and reading the paper before
eventually strolling over to the Loch Leven Farm Foods café at lunchtime for a delicious
puddleduck sausage bun, with a mug of strong coffee. A happy day - Peace and calm!
The atmosphere in the clubhouse was rather different to what I had imagined however. Being
used to Scottish weather, there was no defeat, no resignation. Under the leadership of their
Duty Instructor, they were poring over the rain radar charts looking for potential gaps. By
the time I’d finished my tea, they had decided that the day was far from a washout after all.
“Let the current front pass through”, I was told, “and there looks to be a two-hour gap coming
up before it all kicks off again for the rest of the day.” Dilemma! My brain was all geared up
for lazy things. Did I really want to go rushing over to my glider yet again today, ripping off
wet covers, DI’ing at speed, hefting and hauling it single-handedly from its parking spot onto
the tow bar and then racing over to the launch point, all for the possibility of a short flight? If
there were only two hours in total, how much time would be left by the time I’d managed to
launch? I can usually spend an hour prepping and DI’Ing alone! And then there’s the queue at
the launch point. Was it worth it?
The heavy downpour lasted long enough for me to ponder the matter at length. (Two more
cups of tea in fact!) and in the end I figured that any possibility of getting an hour’s flight
over Portmoak was not to be turned down lightly and I’d regret it later if I didn’t fly. The
glider was already rigged and under covers and if I was efficient, I was sure I could be at the
launch point fairly quickly after the rain stopped.
So, as soon as the downpour turned into mere spitting, I was off doing a Le Mans start.
Mentally prepared by now for exactly how I’d most efficiently get the glider ready for flight, I
broke all previous personal bests and was DI’d
and parked at the launch point exactly 30
minutes after leaving the clubhouse. Just in
time, in fact, for the unexpected second
downpour to start! The Duty Instructor decided
that perhaps the two hour gap would be after
this one instead and went back to the clubhouse
along with most of the others to drink tea and
review the radar charts. I stayed in the DP van,
chatting with a lone club member and sat it out,
watching my glider get thoroughly soaked for
the next 40 minutes and wondering whether I’d
Time for the squeegee again!
just made a big mistake!
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However, as a result of staying there, when
the rain did finally stop, I was able to cheekily
pull my glider straight onto the first cable and
squeegee the wings dry before the rest of the
team had even made it back from the
clubhouse. If a flight was to be had, I was in
the perfect position!
And what a good flight it was! Probably the
best of the week! There’s something about
the air when it’s all been stirred up by dodgy
weather. The ridges were working beautifully
Floating high and enjoying the view!
and a couple of beats along Bishops had me
quickly up to a very comfortable height. It was then that I noticed new cloud quickly forming
above the ridges and feared that I was about to be kicked off the hill by orographic fog, but
the glider gently slid above the cloud and I realised that I was in a weak wave system. There
followed a magical hour of floating around over Loch Leven in beautiful smooth wave air. Not
Gold height wave, (unfortunately!) but good enough to easily maintain 2,500’ to 3,500’ and
overlook some stunning scenery in excellent conditions. Peace, calm and beauty! And it was
all the better for being so unexpected on this supposed “washout” day.
Throughout the flight however, I was keeping
an eye on the grey wall of rain and misery
slowly approaching from the west. Perth
disappeared into the murk soon after take off
and as I lazily floated around the Loch, I was
trying to calculate the point at which I would
have to cut short this soaring treat and
scuttle off for a quick landing, or risk a
monumental soaking during the retrieve.
Finally, as Kinross disappeared into the grey
mist, I realised I was cutting it a bit fine and
opened the airbrakes, calling downwind onto
Kinross disappears!
the North Field. I landed short and ran to my
car, hitched up at a dash and drove straight off to the glider park. I nearly made it too! I
managed to get the cockpit and wing covers on before the heavens opened and was then
forced to spend half an hour in the car with rain hammering on the roof before it abated
enough to quickly squeegee off the tail and finish the job of securing the glider.
In the end, I was only an hour late for my puddleduck sausage and coffee. An afternoon of
calm and relaxation still stretched before me and I’d had such a good experience that I
vowed never again to be a weather wimp. Some words of wisdom from John Dent on a
previous expedition came back to me as I savoured my late lunch. “What if it rains John?”
I’d asked. “Then the glider will get wet,” he replied, “And then it’ll get dry again.”
Certainly nothing there to spoil a good day’s soaring!
- Keith Clarke
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A and B Leagues
Here's a thought. If you’re an ab-initio, or not yet qualified to fly cross country and you claimed
one local turn-point every time you flew, then chances are you could be in with a fighting
chance to win the B league and get ten free launches. Not only that, but anyone who amasses
more than 150 points could also get a free flight in a super hot machine with a top cross
country pilot, but more on that later.
The A league is pretty much understood, but now we have Flarm Loggers fitted to the club
aircraft, more claims could be submitted with little effort. You don't have to declare a task, but
the flight must be worthy, i.e. go out of gliding range of the airfield! Once you've completed
your flight then let me or any other O.O. know and we'll download the IGC file and throw it at
SeeYou software.
What happens next is that the "optimisation"
feature is run which works out how far the
flight was to OLC (Open Ladder Competition)
standard. If you look at the image on the left,
this is a flight I did last year and it calculated
I had flown 89.37km. The points awarded are
worked out using a spreadsheet calculation to
allow for handicapping of the glider. Simples!
To encourage you to claim even more points,
if you pre-declare a task of 60k or more
before take off, either electronically or with a paper declaration AND you complete the task,
then you will get an additional 50 bonus points and if one of the turn-points (declared or not) is
more than 30kms away from CHP, then you will automatically get 100 bonus points if you
successfully round it.
If you do plan any "reasonable" cross country, then please make the effort to talk to an OO
before and after the flight, so that both of you get in the habit of doing things properly to keep
in practice, so that when you come to make a real badge claim, everyone is up to speed.
So, this B league malarkey then!
Every time you get in a glider, even if you are P2 under training, you could claim points for
rounding a local turn-point (TP). Naturally, if this is you, I don't want to encroach upon what
you or the instructor is trying to achieve, but if the exercise(s) have been completed and you
still have some time to spare, then ask if you can grab a TP or two before going in to land.
Then just let me know via email and I'll do the rest. Don't forget, it's not just TP's you can
claim for, there are all the other bits and pieces up to and including silver badge. The full list is
on the club website.
So, what happens at the end of September and you've come top of the league? Well, then you
can claim ten free launches. However, this season Ian Ashton has very kindly offered a
fantastic additional bonus. For everyone with 150 points or more, their names will be put into
a hat and the winner will accompany him on a Duo Discus flight, hopefully on a good cross
country day. As one who has had this privilege I can assure you, it's not to be missed.
Talking of cross country, for those who have gone solo and wish to improve in this regard, the
club has formulated a syllabus and training card to help you focus on this subject. Keith Clarke,
our website guru, has done a fantastic job and if you go to
http://www.bfgc.co.uk/crosscountry.html you can download the information.
Alternatively, the cards are in the grey cabinet in the office.
So, all that remains to be done now is, if you're in the B league, claim those turn-points as
much as possible and if you're Silver and beyond, then plan ahead during the winter months so
that you are ready to go once the soaring season starts. I hope you all have a great Christmas
and I look forward to being swamped with claims. - Phil Punt
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Looking Up!

I was winching at the bottom end the other week when I looked up and spotted an
unusual cloud effect off to the east . I snapped some photos and then looked it up when I
got home. Apparently, it’s called a “Fallstreak Hole”, or “Hole Punch Cloud” and it was
likely caused as a result of a passing aircraft at high altitude. There are lots of fascinating
facts to be found about the science of Fallstreak Clouds on the web. It’s very pretty to
look at, but if you want to know more, try clicking here for an overview by the Cloud
Appreciation Society - Keith Clarke

Winchy Bits!

Not much to report, winch-wise, since
the last newsletter.
The Skylaunch has been subjected to
the annual test firing of the guillotines,
which proved completely satisfactory,
again!!
Many thanks to Tony and Richard for,
their efforts, carrying out the test,
replacing the damaged buffer stops
and resetting the blades. They are a
couple of stars!
The observant among you will have
noted that the Stand-by winch is
topless at the moment and looking
particularly sexy as a result.
Alas, this exciting situation will not last
for long. She is just having the roof repaired and will be fully dressed again shortly.
Happy flying!
- John Harter - Winchmaster
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Scene from Above

Clitheroe from above, spread out in the sunshine. Roll on the summer again!

A Sense of History
This time, we have a very
important diagram from the
history of the club, dating from
the early 1970s.
The original airfield plan had an
East/West Runway 06/24, which
was to be used in the event of
crosswind operations.
In the event, it was found that
Runways 30/12 were used by far
the most, even in strong
crosswinds. At the same time,
Runway 12 was very narrow and
this was causing difficulties, so Mr
Brewer, the owner of the adjacent
farm, was approached to
negotiate a land swap, which
would remove Runway 06 and
double the width of 12. (The
proposed ‘new’ fence line is shown
in red). Mr Brewer thankfully
agreed and the rest is history!
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Launching Lookout
You may remember reading about a fatal accident in Australia when, with three gliders
active, one on finals collided with one being launched. The main reason was that the
launch point was set up close to a row of trees that obscured the glider on finals from the
people launching another.
Couldn’t happen at Chipping, could it?
Well, we often operate with the tracks of gliders on finals crossing those being launched
(e.g. launching from 12, landing on 07). As far as I know, we have not yet launched a
glider into the path of one landing, but I know of one occasion when it nearly happened.
We also have a line of trees behind 30 launch point. Lookouts involved in launching a glider
there must be careful there isn’t someone flying a non-standard circuit, or who has been
caught out and is behind these trees on a low base leg, or finals.
We also have another obstruction that can obscure a glider from the lookout of the Launch
Marshal (L.M.). The photo below was taken from the spot used by someone carrying out
that task for a previous launch.
Can you spot the glider?

In fact it was behind the DP van!
No problem, because it says in our Flying Orders that, if the numbers permit, the L.M.
should place an additional person in the DP van to act as lookout, backing up the lookout
of the L.M. (See below).
But how often do we have a dedicated lookout in the DP van? Not often is the answer.
Let’s be clear on one point. The bit in Flying Orders about numbers is not a “get out”. As
in all things to do with safety, we are dealing with cost-benefit. If there are only six people
around who know what they are doing, we don’t cancel flying because we haven’t
someone to go in the DP van to act as lookout. The log keeper/signaller then also takes on
that task, because we have decided the benefit i.e. flying, outweighs the cost, the small
additional risk. However when there are people standing around chatting, why wouldn’t we
put a lookout in the DP van? There is no cost. Someone gets the best seat in the house
(well standing up actually), often the warmest, with the easy job of keeping on top of what
is happening in the airspace around the site and on the field. If they have any concern that
it is not safe to launch when the L.M. starts signalling, they only have to tell the person
alongside them operating the signal light and that persons tells the L.M.
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Some other points to consider.
We know from the pre-solo white card lecture on lookout, that we are not very good at
spotting things in the air. One problem, (see separate item in this newsletter) is that our
visual system needs some time to process the information available to it. Glancing is not an
effective form of lookout. Add the fact that the lookout task before a glider is launched is
quite a complex one and it becomes obvious that a lookout who devotes his/her whole time
to visually monitoring what is happening around the field is able to make a much more
effective judgement that it is safe to launch, than someone who has just attached a cable
and then carried out a brief scan.
Another point is that the signalling section of the DP van is the working section and is not
the place to go for a chat or a coffee. However, there is no reason why you shouldn’t go up
there so long as you want to act as the lookout and do the job properly. Otherwise, keep
out.
Anything we do that requires 100% of our attention means that we can become stale.
Therefore, Duty Managers should give someone else from the hordes clamouring for the job,
a chance to do it at regular intervals - (every hour?)
If anybody doesn’t think any of this makes sense, I would be happy to hear from them, but
remember, unless it is changed in the flying orders, having a lookout in the DP van is our
standard practice. D.M.s please note.
- Trevor Tutthill, Safety Officer.

Post script.
Folks the Flying orders (4.4.6) say:
“When the number of members at the launch point permits, the D.M. should consider
placing someone in the DP van alongside the logkeeper/signaller. This person’s sole
function is to observe what is happening on and around the field, with a particularly
thorough lookout just before a launch is signalled. If it is thought that a dangerous
situation has developed, or might develop, then the launch must be stopped.
If the logkeeper/signaller is alone, then just before commencing signalling, he/she must
stand and carry out a 360degree visual search before signalling. During signalling the
microphone of the ground-band radio must be held, and if the launch needs to be stopped,
as well as a light signal, “Stop!” must be repeated three times over the radio.”
Can all duty Managers please consider this point on all flying days.
- Steve Robinson CFI.
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Safety Evening
On Thursday, 26th November, a group from BFGC attended a safety evening at BAe Warton.
The main presentation was given by GASCo (the General Aviation Safety Council) on behalf
of the CAA. It was well attended by other aviators from the area - balloonists, microlighters, helicopter pilots and GA pilots. One pilot had over 7000 hours, and one less than
an hour!
The main safety areas covered were Human
Factors, Loss of Control and Flight planning.
The presenter, Caroline Gough-Cooper, is herself a
commercial and helicopter pilot, yet on a number
of occasions remarked on the steps taken by the
gliding movement towards risk management, such
as the use of Flarm and procedures to minimise
the risks of rigging accidents. What really came
through was how the safety culture she was
talking about runs through everything we do at
Chipping - DIs, planning for eventualities, annual
checks, planning cross countries, currency
requirements, lectures. It was apparent that
some of our fellow aviators do not benefit from
the organisation and training, both national and at club level, that we do.
The evening was informative and enjoyable and we were issued with a "goodie box"
containing lots of handy checklists and an attendance endorsement for our logbooks. More
such events are planned and are well worth attending, whatever your level of experience.
- Tracy Ashton

Fixed It!

US Air Force pilots fill out a form after every flight, called a
“gripe sheet”, telling mechanics about problems with the
aircraft. The mechanics correct the problems, document
their repairs on the form and then pilots review the gripe
sheets before the next flight. Never let it be said that
ground crews lack a sense of humour. Here are some actual
maintenance “gripes” (G) and the solutions recorded (S).
G: Left inside main tyre almost needs
replacement.
S: Almost replaced left inside main tyre.
G: Something loose in cockpit
S: Something tightened in cockpit
G: Dead bugs on windshield.
S: Dead bugs replaced with live bugs.
G: Evidence of leak on right main landing gear.
S: Evidence removed.
G: Friction locks cause throttle levers to stick.
S: That's what friction locks are for.
G: IFF inoperative in OFF mode.
S: IFF always inoperative in OFF mode.

G: Number 3 engine missing.
S: Engine found on right wing after brief
search
G: Aircraft handles funny.
S: Aircraft warned to straighten up, fly right
and be serious.
G: Target radar hums.
S: Reprogrammed target radar with lyrics.
G: Noise coming from under instrument
panel. Sounds like a midget pounding on
something with a hammer.
S: Took hammer away from midget.
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Saccades

During the recent GASCO safety meeting at Warton, the presenter
mentioned saccades, the movements that our eyes make, continually
flitting from one object to another, with a pause at each. I knew of
this, but couldn’t remember hearing the actual term before.
The first white card lecture tells us that only a small part of our retina,
the fovea, has a high enough concentration of light sensitive cells to
provide the brain with detailed information. So, to get such
information about our environment, we have to move our eyes to put
images of different parts of our field of view onto our foveae. Once our
eyes have fixed on an object it takes the visual system a finite period to “get up to speed”.
To prevent blurring when our eyes are moving from one object to another, the system
stops processing the information entering the eyes. This is called saccadic masking. In
effect, while the eyes are actually moving, the brain is filling in and we aren’t perceiving
anything new. There is a good demonstration on Youtube; from an episode of “Bang
Goes the Theory”. (Click the link to see it - Ed). The presenter is hooked up to a device
that measures his eye movements and looks at a picture on a computer screen. He is
asked to note any changes, which, unknown to him, only occur when his eyes undergo a
saccadic movement. Thanks to these, skyscrapers shrink, people and cars disappear, etc.,
without being noticed.
The story is that if we search by rapidly scanning our eyes across our field of view without
pausing, we miss a lot. The person who drives up to a T-junction and pulls out with a
quick glance, wonders where the car they hit came from. Similarly popping a cable on a
glider, jumping up and glancing around before shouting, “All clear above and behind!” is
not going to protect anyone. Of course there are other reasons why this search should be
less hurried. Threats to a launch come from a lot of air and ground, so there is a lot to
cover. Also, there are specific places to check off, e.g. the public footpath and its stiles on
12. We also know that an approaching aircraft can rapidly go from very small to “blimey!”
(that, I learnt from the GASCO evening, is called “blooming”). It might be missed with a
cursory glance, but it could soon be joining the glider we launch.
Just another point about our lookout. When acting as L.M. - “What’s the rush?”
We control when the action starts.
And, if you get a chance, go to one of the GASCO meetings. Plenty of useful things to
think about, as well as some good laughs.
- Trevor Tutthill - Safety Officer

In grateful recognition of long and dedicated service to the club in his role as Safety Officer,
the Committee has decided to extend to Trevor, the rare privilege of no longer having to
muddy his boots in winter at the launch point. In future, he is to be “transported regally” to
his destination by grateful minions. Please assist whenever you can. Thank you - Ed
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Webcam Corner!
You’re just not going to believe
what Frank thinks he spotted on
the webcam this month! - Ed

Our thanks to Tony Platt, who managed
to source an ideal vehicle for the club to
see it through this winter. The snow
will have no fear for us throughout the
coldest months, with this brilliant bijoux
snow plough to keep our landing areas
clear. I can’t wait to be there to take
the first photos of Dean Eden driving it!
- Ed

BFGC in Wartime
Alan began to wonder if his pilot had ever passed
a Radio Telephony course.

Oops!

There’s a
problem with the guns ...
NO, the GUNS! - G for Jesus,
U for onion, N for pneumonia,
S for psychic! GUNS!

Apparently, some wheel-up landings are
more expensive than others!
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The Club Fleet!

Well, I suppose it had to happen! With the pressure we’ve been putting the
workshop guys under recently, maybe it was inevitable that they’d crack
eventually. Anyway, fed up with dealing with so many problems in so many
aircraft, they finally snapped last week and before anyone else realised what was
going on, they’d “consolidated” the fleet to produce one “superplane” from all
the bits of the broken ones! So, here it is, ladies and gentlemen, the new “Club
Fleet” for next season. I hope you all enjoy flying in it/them. - Ed.
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Here’s to a safe
and happy 2016!

Editor’s Endbit

Well, that’s the end of another newsletter and the end of another year! How time flies! (I wish I did
more often!) I hope you enjoyed this issue. As usual, I’d like to give a big thank you to the
contributors for their super articles. If you haven’t contributed to this issue, please make sure you
send something next time. The deadline date for the next issue will be Sunday, 6th March and I
look forward to hearing from you. As always, you don’t have to wait until then. Send me your
stuff at any time and I’ll keep it safe until the next deadline. Please send all copy to
soaringkeith@gmail.com Happy Landings!
Keith Clarke - Editor

